A first in the Fleet Management & Telematics Transport Sector
The combination of 2 industry-leading cloud-based technologies
Truckfile is utilised by 17,000 UK customers operating 110,000 vehicles
Ctrack has 750,000 units deployed globally with 80,000 in the UK alone
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Autoconnect House, 5 Windsor Road, Redditch, Worcestershire, B97 6DJ
E: sales@truckfile.co.uk   W: www.truckfile.co.uk
Fleet operators are increasingly turning to vehicle tracking to boost profitability by reducing costs, increasing productivity and operational efficiencies.

Truckfile Telematics is a web-based vehicle tracking solution that provides visibility and control over mobile assets.

The system has been designed to be simple-to-use and intuitive, enabling businesses to better manage their fleet operations. Real-time and historical performance data relating to vehicles and employees facilitates our customers to analyse and improve operational efficiency.

**BENEFITS OF OUR VEHICLE TRACKING**

- Decrease fuel consumption
- Increase driver productivity and jobs per day
- Reduce communication costs
- Gain proof of delivery and work
- Improve driving behaviour
- Eliminate unauthorised vehicle use
- Verify timesheets and overtime claims
- Improve customer response times
- Enhance job allocation
- Reduce Co2 and environmental impact
- Increase vehicle security
- Reduce insurance premiums
- Duty of Care and HMRC legislative compliance

Our telematics devices are designed and manufactured in-house by Ctrack’s parent company DigiCore.

This hardware boasts driver behaviour technology as standard with a 3-axis accelerometer used to record movement detection including speed violation and harsh driving (acceleration, braking, cornering, vertical movement and roll over).

Event detection and recording provides both crash and severe crash detection that can alert fleet operators to an incident and fully evaluate how a vehicle was being driven at the time of the event.

We work with businesses of all sizes including many of the UK’s best known companies covering a wide range of industry sectors.

Our market-leading tracking solutions can be deployed across all types of vehicles, trailers, plant machinery, equipment and even lone workers.

**INSURANCE PARTNERSHIPS**

Ctrack has been selected by a number of leading insurers as the telematics provider for their telematics-based insurance product. We have been chosen for our innovative product offering, robust operational performance and excellence in customer service.

Our insurance partners will work with clients to reduce risk, which has the potential to offer significant premium savings.
Visible

WHERE, WHEN & HOW?

Most vehicle tracking solutions on the market can provide you with the “Where and When”, but what makes Online different is it also provides you with the “How”?

Driver Behaviour Monitoring is the next generation in telematics technology that provides added insight to help improve driving styles and fleet performance. As a result, fleet operators can now access detailed reporting that uses:

✓ 3-way accelerometer technology
✓ GPS positional data
✓ Optional in-cab real time driver feedback
✓ Unique scheduled reporting system
✓ Proven structured processes to realise value

UNRIVALLED SUPPORT

Truckfile Telematics provides national support with 5 UK Regional Offices. We provide customers with a focussed consultative personal service ensuring you receive the most appropriate solution to meet your requirements with industry leading customer service.

We are committed to delivering a first-class level of service. With 130 staff including 40 directly employed engineers we provide a total end to end solution. Our solutions come with peace of mind supported by an established global industry leader.

CASE STUDIES

Sun Traffic Signals achieves annual savings of £40,000 using Online

Sun Traffic Signals, a traffic management and control specialist, has achieved annual savings of more than £40,000 using an advanced Online vehicle tracking solution.

✓ Identifying the nearest vehicle to an incoming job has achieved fuel savings of over £15,000, reduced administrative and communication cost by £5,000, and improved customer response times.

✓ Verifying time sheets and overtime claims across the mobile workforce has resulted in annual savings of £20,000.

✓ Real-time and historical operational data has helped resolve customer queries and provide proof of work.

“We have worked closely with Ctrack to develop a solution that meets our precise needs and provides tangible return on investment.” Roger Player, Managing Director, Sun Traffic Signals

Brakes improve transport compliance using Truckfile

“I see the electronic inspection system as the future, it is a tool to help us improve our transport compliance, reduce admin & overall give a more professional approach to transport administration”

“Truckfile will enable us to review inspection sheets at the touch of a button regardless of which dealer carried out the work” Steve Thompson, Fleet Engineer

Dawson Rentals Truck & Trailer use Truckfile to achieve accuracy of compliance documentation

“With the added benefit of accurate & legible documents which are available as soon as the inspection has been carried out, we can see only benefits in adopting this system” Peter Snowden, Engineer Director”
Online has been developed to encompass the key features of fleet management for any vehicle type in any business sector.

Online is a web-based vehicle tracking solution that provides visibility and control over mobile assets. The system has been designed to be simple-to-use and intuitive, enabling businesses to better manage their fleet operation by knowing the exact location and status of employees and vehicles in real-time.

Online delivers a comprehensive range of reports which can be scheduled to multiple recipients for a set time, date or frequency in a variety of user friendly formats.

**TRUCKFILE FLEET MANAGEMENT**

For the Fleet Operator

Create and manage maintenance schedules, electronically store important documents such as MOT’s safely and securely, manage your driver safety checks, view the status of your fleet with the management Dashboard and help make key business decisions with the reporting module. All adding up to a more efficient fleet and a reduction in cost.

Workshop Management

The Workshop Management System is designed to be seamless from scheduling a job, notifying and reminding, creating the worksheet and quality controlling the whole process for complete compliance. Truckfile has a system that covers all of the workshop functions combining them with fleet management records.
The Driver Behaviour Indicator (DBI) is an in-vehicle device that alerts drivers to any infringements when on the road by displaying a series of traffic-light coloured warning lights.

The DBI unit warns of a range of exceptions including harsh acceleration, braking, cornering and bumping as well as speed violations and excessive engine idling, to encourage improved behaviour behind the wheel.

**Truckfile Drivers Electronic Walk-around Check**

The system is designed to run on a number of devices, such as iPhone, iPad, Smart phone and Android tablets to help operators keep capital costs to a minimum. Paul Clarke MD said “The system has been designed with ease of use in mind. The system will identify the vehicle and driver by scanning unique QR tags the driver then carries out the inspection by using the handheld device to read tags placed at various point around the vehicle.”
Driver ID allows visibility and reporting by driver as well as by vehicle. This is particularly suited to companies where drivers operate multiple vehicles.

Driver ID allows users to identify which driver is operating a vehicle at all times and report on all of the vehicles which have been operated by a particular driver.

The Driver ID key is allocated to each driver and a reader is mounted on the dashboard of each vehicle. When the driver starts the vehicle a buzzer will sound until the ID key is presented to the reader. This registers the driver against the vehicle.

TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS

With transport operators facing rising fuel costs and more challenging operating conditions, Ctrack’s transport solutions offer many benefits. Our transport solutions are modular and scalable ensuring the most appropriate technologies are deployed to address our customers’ particular requirements. These include real-time tachograph status visibility - Dashboard, alerts and reports for live drive time compliance Driver ID via driver tachograph card - Full over-air tachograph download - Trailer identification system - Fuel theft and fuel cap alerts - Automated driver communication with driver infringement management.

Truckfile Telematics

The Online solution provides users with access to real-time business critical fleet management data.

Utilising real-time & historical information, it brings a whole new level to compliance management whilst improving efficiency and reducing operational costs.

Truckfile is at the forefront of delivering the most comprehensive fleet and workshop management solution in the truck marketplace.

The integration of Ctrack Online with Truckfile will enhance the fleet operators experience and support improved automation of fleet management systems.
Coming soon, On the Road is a connected navigation solution for all types of vehicles, two-way messaging, job despatch & workflow.

Driver behaviour is indicated in real-time, and as such, the user gets immediate feedback and can adjust their driving approach accordingly.

The data is also converted into a score and recorded. Our intuitive reports provide feedback and guidance to improve the standard of driving over a sustained period.

**ON THE ROAD - FEATURES:**

- Car / Van / Truck navigation
- Two-way messaging
- Traffic information
- Driver Identification
- Points of Interest
- Job dispatch
- Driver status updates
- Driver behaviour feedback
- Voice calls
- Signature Capture - Coming Soon

**wireless® TRAILER, PLANT, ASSET, & EQUIPMENT TRACKING**

Wireless is a portable, battery-powered tracking system to help manage, utilise, maintain and protect all types of powered and unpowered assets.

Keeping track of resources that are constantly on the move has always been a challenge for businesses, especially when they possess no power source.

Wireless requires no installation and is available in rechargeable and non-rechargeable versions. Long-life power management technology and a flexible configuration will ensure low consumption with both tracking units possessing extended battery life of up to three years and six months respectively.

Wireless offers an ideal solution to protect mobile assets against the threat of theft. The compact and robust design, measuring just 234mm by 75mm by 40mm (non-rechargeable) or 193mm by 75mm by 35mm (rechargeable). The tracking unit comes supplied with an advanced casing with IP67 protection classification, ensuring that it is waterproof and dust tight.
Truckfile Telematics - a unique fleet management and maintenance solution with integrated vehicle tracking.

Increase your profits
Control your compliance
Bin the paperwork

Discover the benefits of a highly sophisticated, simple to use Online system for fleet management and compliance.

Call us today 0800 107 2099